Aussie Digital
REWRITING THE FUTURE OF E-COMMERCE

AUSSIE DIGITAL. KEEPING IT SIMPLE
Only a small percentage of the world population use Cryptocurrency. Mostly because it
seems too complicated or they do not trust it. Aussie Digital is taking an approach to keep it
simple. Most projects do not take this into consideration and miss out on the masses of
people who may be interested but do not have the knowledge to participate. We want to
introduce new people to Cryptocurrency through Fun Shopping and activities you do not
need any experience to participate in.
It's All About Small Business
With Brick and Mortar Retail dying out E-Commerce is becoming more and more attractive
to retailers every day. The problem is that now like the Greedy Landlord the E-Commerce
providers “Ebay, Shopify, Amazon to name a few are getting greedy as well. This is where
Aussie Digital shines above the rest. Aussie Digitals “Tradezy” has been designed to help,
not hinder the growth of small to medium business online.
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The Aussie Digital Ecosystem is based around an ERC2O Digital Token. The Ecosystem
includes an Amazon like store builder packed with powerful digital marketing tools and a
B2B Trading Platform that integrates Social Media in unprecedented ways. Other services
powered by blockchain technology have also been incorporated to speed up the ﬂow of
funds which in turn keeps costs down for the Retailer and Shopper alike.
By participating in this Ecosystem, all members can gain Rewards through any Purchases
in the form of (AUDcoin) at no extra cost to the merchant or detriment to the user's
experience. The merchant and customer get to see the automatic Purchase Reward in real
time and will be able to convert them to cash or token if they wish. This also helps to
introduce and convert the crypto sceptics to our digital currency as they are encouraged to
use their AUDcoins for purchases on the platform and Stake or trade them on our
exchange, helping in increasing the usage of the coin.
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Aussie Digital Utility
Token Structure.
AUDcoin is our Ofcial Token based on the ERC-20.
Ownership of AUDcoin also gives ownership of AUDE
and AUDB.
(Buy AUDcoin during our fundraising and receive
equial amounts of both AUDE and AUDB).
AUDE is based on the ERC-20 while AUDB is based
on the BEP-20.

TRADEZY MARKETPLACE
While “Tradezy” our Retail and B2B Platform is aimed at the use of AUDcoin, purchases
can also be made via normal channels.eg: Debit/Credit cards. The customer receives a
greater reward when the transaction is completed with AUDcoin. To encourage the
acceptance of AUDcoin the Retailer also receives a reward in AUDcoin.
The use of our community coin “AUDcoin” on our Retail Platform (Tradezy) will greatly
reduce fees and allow people to trade easily allowing funds to ﬂow freely throughout the
Ecosystem, unlike what happens in our current economy where money seems to
bottleneck and ﬁlter away to big corporations. With the competitive edge of blockchain
technology and our minimal fees, we expect the platform to revolutionise.

TREADEZY API CART
Run All Your Stores from One Place! Our APIcart lets you connect to other Marketplaces,
allowing Tradezy Store Owners to run all their stores from one central place. Our APIcart
allows the importation and exportation of data. "Product, user, and order-related data". This
not only lets a user run their current stores but also makes it easy to set up a new store on
enabled platforms by population a new store with product data.

TRADEZY TASKER
Tradezy also has a Services component. This Tasker service will allow users to buy and sell
services ranging from web-related services to Trade-related services. Users can pay in our
native currency or choose to use FIAT. Taskers will be rated and we would recommend
services to our Tradezy Store owners should they need it. While Services is part of Tradezy
it is also a stand-alone platform that has an APP that can be used to pay people as work is
completed for example a Plumber or a Cleaner. For the convenience of our Taskers the
Services/Tasker platform is connected directly, just like Tradezy to our exchange so funds
can be taken out or swapped for the currency of choice.

Both tokens are burnable and will be burned weekly
upon a voting system.
While all tokens are Utility Tokens and are
spendable within the Aussie Digital Ecosystem the
ownership of AUDcoin gives more privileges.

TOKENOMICS
Token:
Token Name:
TOKEN Symbol:
Total Supply:
Rate:
Platform:
Website:
Softcap:
Hardcap:

ERC2O
AUDcoin
AUD
25,OOO,OOO,OOO
1 AUDcoin = USD O.O1
Ethereum
https://aussiedigital.io
$5OO,OOO Already reached
$5,0OO,OOO

BURNABLE TOKEN ERC-20
Token:
Token Name:
TOKEN Symbol:
Total Supply:
Rate:
Platform:

ERC2O
AUDE
AUDE
25,OOO,OOO,OOO
1 AUDE = USD O.O1
Ethereum

BURNABLE TOKEN BEP-20
Token:
Token Name:
TOKEN Symbol:
Total Supply:
Rate:
Platform:

Aussie Digital

BEP2O
AUDB
AUDB
25,OOO,OOO,OOO
1 AUDB = USD O.O1
Binance Smart Chain

DEVELOPMENT TO DATE

TRADEDO EXCHANGE
Tradedo is our own Exchange platform. It is not like most Exchanges. Its purpose is to make
Crypto transaction seamless for Business. Users of Tradezy will be able to run on auto pilot.
Retails need to have access to their funds to live. They have not got the luxury of sitting on
tokens. They need to cash them in. By turning to auto pilot, the retailers AUD earnings can
be converted to the Currency of their choice automatically. Their Tradezy wallet is the same
wallet used on Tradedo so by selecting autopilot they are instantly getting market value for
their AUDcoin. Small Business has enough to worry about in everyday business. This
make life easier for them if they choose to use it.

ACTIVE STAKING WITH AUSSIE DIGITAL
Active Staking involves you actively taking part and is done from Aussie Digital Staking
Wallet. This is how we distribute the largest amount of AUDcoin. Active Staking earns you
1O% rewards per month. This is done through your Aussie Digital Dashboard.
Choose the time you wish to stake for and the amount of coins you wish to put on stake. I.e.:
3Odays, 1OOOO coins. Once the stake is ﬁnished you can claim your stake or re-stake.

www.aussiedigital.io

● Admin Development 1OO% Complete.
● Tradezy.io Complete.
● APIcart for Tradezy Complete.
● Tradedo Exchange Complete.
● Tradezy Tasker in Progress.
● Chatezy Our Social Media.
Platform Complete.
● Staking 1OO% Complete and Operational
● Advertising Platform Complete.

New Horizon Building, Ground Floor,
3.5 Miles Philip S.W Goldson Highway,
Belize City, Belize
hello@aussiedigital.io

